
ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN IN-HOUSE PROGRAMME

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION>ONLINE LEARNING

Online: 
Financial 
Modelling  
and Valuation 
in Excel
Expand your knowledge and skills in Excel with 
this online course to enhance your corporate 
valuations, financial forecasting and investment 
management acumen.   



This programme can also be offered in-house for your organisation.  
Enquire about our Study & Stay packages at our on-site Illovo Hotel.

Who should attend?

FACULTY > Greg Beech is a CA(SA) 
and independent mergers & acquisitions 
advisory consultant, having operated in 
the industry for over 25 years. Greg also 
teaches part-time at GIBS and regularly 
presents on mergers & acquisitions, 
valuations, finance for non-financial 
managers and financial modelling to 
corporate audiences.

FEE > R 10 500 (includes tuition, 
instruction material, and is VAT exempt).

DUrATion > Live online 
sessions.
Three sessions: four hours a day and 
short video clips ahead of each 
session. 

Upon completion,  you will receive a link 
to the independently verifiable digital 
credential for the course, which you  
can use on your LinkedIn profile. 

How you will benefit:
At the end of the programme, you will be able to: 

> Build Excel models to prepare financial forecasts and to 
value a business;

> Use Excel to extract and work with historical share price data;
> Value debt instruments using Excel;
> Work more efficiently and competently in Excel; and
> Enhance your knowledge of finance, valuations and 

investment management.

GiBs, close to business.
For more information and an online application form, 
please visit www.gibs.co.za/online

Corporate valuation:
> Structuring valuation 

models;

> Using discounted cash flow 
valuation methodology to 
value a listed company; and

> Using Monte Carlo 
simulation to create 
dynamic forecasts.

Analyzing historical 
investment returns:
> Analysing historic share 

price data;
> Using INDEX MATCH 

functions to extract useful 
data;

> Calculating average returns 
and standard deviations; 
and

> Calculating beta 
coefficients.

Analysing data:
> Naming ranges;
> Using INDEX MATCH 

functions to extract useful 
data;

> Using the RANK function 
to sort data; 

> Using data validation; and
> Extracting data using  the 

XLOOKUP function.

Loan amortization tables:
> Calculating loan 

repayments and interest;
> Pricing debt instruments; 

and
> Using SOLVER to estimate 

a bid price; and
> Creating and working with 

dynamic tables. 

Portfolio optimisation:
> Analysing historical share 

prices of FAAAN stocks;
> Calculating beta 

coefficients;
> Random number genration; 

and
> Using Monte Carlo 

simulation to optimize 
returns.

This online course – for financial 
professionals – will construct several  
models in Excel, related to finance,  
asset management and investing, to  
unlock the predictive value of these models. 
The insights gathered, and enhanced 
understanding of certain Excel functionality, 
will greatly assist you in the workplace 
to make better decisions.

For enquiries call +27 (0)11 771 4302 or email hlapolosat@gibs.co.za
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Participants should have extensive experience in the use 
of Excel in the area of finance.

> Corporate financiers;
> Private equity analysts;
> Portfolio and hedge 

fund managers;
> Investment analysts;

> Chief financial officers 
and financial managers;

> Valuation practitioners; 
and

> Financial modellers.

Key focus areas:




